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Techniques in protein chemistry il; Edited by Joseph J. Villafranea; Academic Press; San Diego, 1991; xviii + 575 pages; 
$44.95 
This volume comprises a selection of papers from the fourth 
annual symposium of The Protein Society, held in August 1990, 
The foreword states that the aim is "to extract (from the meeting) 
a set of papers focusing on new methods and innovative 
applicationsofestabllshed ones', in this respect the editor has been 
successful, providing 54 contributions covering a spectrum of 
modern techniques and their applications, This is predominately 
a "techniques' book. each chapter describing the use of a specific 
technique to solve a particular problem. The book is divided into 
six sections, namely Peptidc/Protcin Separation Methods and 
Analysis; Peptide Sequence Analysis; Peptide Synthesis 
Techniques; Protein Structure/Function Analysis; NMR/X-ray 
Workshop and Mass Spectrometry Workshop. This last section 
alone provides 15 contributions and is a testament to the rapid 
developments in the application of this technique to the study of 
proteins, 
Whilst ! am generally less than enthusiastic about books that 
comprise proceedings ofmeetings, many being thrown together in 
a disorganised and haplaazard fashion, this particular volume was 
a joy to read, Browsing through this book. moving from state-of- 
the- art descriptions of both traditional techniques such as amino 
acid analysis and sequencing and relatively more recent echniques 
such as capillary electrophoresis and eleetrospray ionization for 
mass spectrometry, one gets an excellent f¢¢1 for recent 
developments and applications in the field of protein chemistry. 
The author and editor should be congratulated in putting together 
a most readable book. One small complaint. Camera-ready scripts 
resulted in the relatively rapid publication of this book, but for the 
price I would have hoped to have seen chapters produced in a 
common print size. 
John M. Walker 
Nucleic Acids antl Molecular Biology, Volume 4~ Edited by F. Eikstein and D.M.J. Lilly; Springer; Berlin, 1990; 291 pages; 
DM228.00 
From the viewpoint era worker in the field of eukaryotic genetics 
and someone who is generally unfamiliar with 'Nucleic Acids and 
Molecular Biology' as a regular consultative publication, I lbund 
this exercise of review both interesting and illuminating. Two 
features are immediately recognised, First, the brczdth of topics 
is wide. This ranges from articles with a pronounced biophysical 
focus such as that entitled "Protonated DNA structures' to 
mainstream olecular biology articles uch as Cullen and Malim's 
on 'Regulation of HIV-I Gene Expression'. Secondly, the concise 
and punchy style of presentation of the articles is to be 
commended, Such editorial policy eases the introduction to 
unfamiliar topics. Accordingly this edition of'Nucleic Acids and 
Molecular Biology' reflects the wide aim of this series to monitor 
and discuss developments in molecular biology in terms of our 
understanding the dynamic and varied structure of nucleic acids. 
All too often molecular geneticists fail to appreciate the structural 
dimension of the system under study. 
Outwith the broad division of articles between "Nucleic Acids' 
and "Molecular Biology' only two themes are readily identified, 
The last five chapters examine RNA secondary structure in 
relation to aspects of the overall role of RNA in regulation. This 
section of the book is well laid out and provides a readily 
integrated update with this ever.expanding field of interest and 
importance. Three articles by eminent workers from the field of 
prokaryotig recombination is a well integrated account starting 
with a general update, by Lilley, of the basic recombinant DNA 
structure unit (the "open' Halliday structure). This is followed by 
two short accounts of specific systems, the ReeBCD and the ere- 
Ion by Smith, and Hoess and Abremstic, respectively. The coupled 
chapters on looping of bacterial and eukaryofic hromosomes by
Pgttijohn and Oarrard, respectively, provide us with excellently 
composed poignant reminders of the crucial importance of higher 
order structure in our perspective of regulation. 
Coupled chapters are also presented on the mechanism o faction 
of E. colt promoters. This first, by Knaus and Bujard is a 
recommended piece and is in spirit with the aim of tile series. 
However, the article by Leimo and Record Jr., relating to kinetic 
and thermodynamic aspects of promoter, is more for the 
specialised reader. 
The above article and the inclusion of a couple of others by 
Lepre and Lippard on the "Interaction of Platinum Antitumour 
Compounds with DNA' and Bauer and White and "Surface 
Linking and Helical Repeat of Protein-Wrapped DNA' su~-~st 
that some aspects of editorial policy may require reassessment, if 
the aim is to bridge the gap between mainstream olecular biology 
and nucleic acid structure. 
J.R. Kinghorn 
Compartmentatlon of plant mctabollsm in non-photosynthetic ssues; Edited by M.J. Emes; Cambridge University Press; 
Cambridge, 1991; xiv ÷ 204 pages; £ 32.50 
This book is the product of the seminar on metabolic compartmentation n on-photosynthetie plant cells organized by 
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the Plant Metabolism Group of the Society lbr Experimental 
Biology. This was the 42nd meeting of the SEB held in 1989 at 
Edinburgh University. 
Eleven main presentations appear in this book, each in the form 
of a chapter contributed by an eminent researcher(s). Michael 
Emes has given the volume a remarkable homogeneity with his 
excellent editorial skills. The subject area includes 
compartmentation f metabolism in roots, endosperm, seeds, 
merlstematie tissue and non-green cell cultures. In this respect the 
book represents he first comprehensive account of the subject in 
non.photosynthetic ssues. The location of metabolites and 
particular enzyme activities in leaf cells and other photosynthetic 
organs have been the subject of much wider studies and 
documentation. Nevertheless, many non.photosynthetic tissues of 
seeds, tubers and other storage organs are of immense commercial 
importance as they yield products uch as starch, protein and oil. 
The introductory chapter is contributed by the pioneer in this 
field, Harry Beevers, who has presented an overview of metabolite 
compartmentation and outlined the isolation techniques of plant 
organelles. The nature of this book and space limitations have not 
allowed inclusion of detailed experimental methods, however, the 
bibliography has the pertinent references. The next four chapters 
are on lipid synthesis, oil bodies, protein bodies and leucoplasts, 
respectively. The glycolytie enzymes of leueoplasts are the 
isoforms of those occurring in the cytosol. However, open 
questions till remain unanswered regarding their genetic origin. 
Thus, are they true isozymcs? The following three chapters are 
related to carbohydrate metabolism, starting from the masterly 
treatment of C-6 and C-3 sugar phosphate interconve~sion by T. 
Rees and his co-workers. Peter Keeling has covered the related 
area of research on starch synthesis n wheat grain. Roland Douee 
and his co-workers have described the events that take place in the 
plant cell following sucrose deprivation, In the next three chapters 
nitrogen metabolism and control of respiration i roots and shoots 
are discussed. Nitrogen metabolism isclosely dependent on other 
metabolic processes in the plant and is of central importance 
because of its agricultural significance, 
On the whole this book provides the reader with up-to-date 
knowledge concerning compartmentation of metabolism in non- 
photosynthetic plant tissues. The book will be extremely useful to 
biochemists, plant physiologists, bioteehnologists and the 
researchers working in allied fields. The undergraduates and post- 
graduates taking plant bused courses hould also be immensely 
benifited by this book. 
P,M. Dey 
Essential Molecular Biology - -  A Practical Approach, Volume 
Press; Oxford, 1991; xx 
This is yet another molecular biology cloning manual. The 
question that arises is why one should wish to buy it with such a 
plethora of.other books in a similar vein now on the market. The 
initial reason is probably because this is another title in the 
Practical Approach series from IRL Press° which over the last few 
years have produced almost fifty titles ranging from DNA Cloning 
I to Proteia Sequence Analysis and Oligonucleotide Synthesis. The 
virtue of the~;e books is that they are a hands.on how.to.do series 
which often tackle fairly complex biological procedures. The most 
recent addition to this series. Essential Molecular Biology I, seems 
to have stepped away from this pattern of explaining complex 
techniques to experienced biologists, and emphasises the most 
basic techniques for the beginner. 
Chapters include microbial techniques in molecular biology, 
which emphasisc the growth of bacteriaphage, how to culture E. 
coil and the charaeterisation f bacterial strains, followed by a 
section on culturing bacteriophage Lambda and MI3. Four 
further chapters cover the purification of DNA. RNA, 
¢lectrophoresis of nucleic acids and the recovery of DNA from 
electrophoresis gels. Although this book claims to be very much 
for the beginner, it is a pity that there is not more introduction 
given to these chapters. The background and the why's and the 
wherefores are actually found in the introduction to the book, by 
T.A. Brown, the editor. The beginner must also be bewildered by 
the fact that Chapter Six contains at least nine different methods 
for extracting DNA from gels without any logical explanation of 
which is the best method to use, or which method gives the best 
recovery. The novice gene eloner also has to make a guess on 
1; Edited by T.A. Brown; IRL  Press at Oxford University 
÷ 299 pages; £22.50 
which method of phosphotasing DNA is suitable for his particular 
construction. As with several of the other chapters in this book, 
tl~e authors eem afraid to make value judgements of what they 
consider to be the best approach. Chapter Seven also contains a
rather bizarre method for doing double digests of DNA with two 
restriction enzymes. The protocol given takes several hours. 
Chapter Seven contains a detailed protocol for digesting the 
bacteriophage Lambda EMBL 3 in order to make a genomic DNA 
library. The last stage of the protocol suggests that the DNA can 
be stored at 4°C or at -20°C for prolonged storage, 1recommend 
the latter, as details for the ligation of the Lambda arms to 
genomic DNA are given in Chapter Two of Volume I1 of this 
series, which has not yet been published! It is not clear why a long 
detailed protocol should be given for the preparation of Lambda 
gtWES, when this vectors have been superseded by the EMBL 
series. 
The Appendix consists of five sections on: equipment required 
in a molecular biology laboratory; safety: important E, toll strains, 
which include C600, but surprisingly not C600HFL (even though 
Lambda gt l0 is mentioned in the text), recipes for buffers, and 
computer generated banding patterns for restriction digests. 
Surprisingly, the actual DNA sequence of the recognition site for 
the restriction enzymes is not given. 
Unfortunately I cannot really recommend this book, For a 
beginner, a better buy would be the new second edition of DNA 
Cloning by J, Sambrook et al, and. for the very basic techniques, 
a book called DNA Cloning by T.A, Brown. 
J.F. Burke 
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